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traordinary was a meteorite with dia in pursuit of curiosities in one far corner Washington lias recently declared his makers of alum powders individually
monds in it. Such a thing had never of the eartli or another would fill many intention, privately, to devote $100,000 can show so large earnings yet their
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profits are enormous.
been seen or heard of before; in fact, it delightful books. In conversation the to a very original purpose.
His idea is that no satisfactory oppor A business so profitable will always
Calbreath & Goucher,
was the only specimen of the kind thus other day he referred to an expedition
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far discovered in the world. The dia he once made in search of an extraordi tunity has ever been afforded for the attract to itself those whose greed will
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monds were little ones, but what they nary Australian bird, which has a com development of the intellect of the cause them to utterly disregard the
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munal nest, a whole flock uniting their brute. Intelligence, like ixidily quali effect their traffic may have upon the
signified was big.
(Office over Bralv’a Bank.)
The meteorite in question was one of efforts in its constructon and sharing ties, is susceptible of improvement health or life of others.
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who has thought about the evolution largely by gifts, prizes and lottery
the canyon Diabolo. It was supposed ing their eggs.
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the realms of space. The place whence I pay them with. Biscuits go with them man understands those animals better cost is given with eacli purchase or a
calls promptly answered day or night.
they were obtained is known as the ' them for wages as well as money, be- than he does others. Let fifty of them, number is attached to the can which
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three-quarters of a mile wide, and sur carry them in their ears, and they are separate quarters for each sex. Then kind. It is in some such way as this
Practicing Physician and Surgeon,
rounded by a wall of rocks so steep that more apt than not to wear no clothes at have them breed, pair l>y pair, as shall that the trade in alum and ammonia
the bottom is strewn with the skeletons all, save a band around the left arm to be directed by those who superintend. baking powders, which has now at
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The Finest Line of Confection unable to climbout again. Nevertheless when not in use. One must take care ities more conspicuously than others. consumption by the public which has
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zona. It is believed that these craters,
such a thing possible. It is a fact well
small boy. An old friend tells this story very infusible metal, is on a par with
so-called, were formed by the impact of naturalist should have mistaken tbe known that gorillas, while they will when taken in the mouth is familiar to of his dislike for the weed.
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that of gold, namely, al salt $350 per
first kangaroo he saw for a big bird.”
everyone. Physicians say this same
FORKS at all PRICES. great meteors, because there is no other “On our way to find the nest I came gather about a deserted campfire for the effect is produced by it upon the deli- “Johnny Noble was a boy of ten |>ound. But generally its value fluctu
conceivable way in which they could
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sphere by meteorites. In other words, air to some extent as does a flying powers, and there is no question that it powders not only undermine the sys ing tables with smoking pyramids of
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plexion a sallow and blotched appear men to the numlier of twenty or thirty The next costliest metal is barium, an
j counts for the manner, hitherto deemed cape. I upended the log, when it fell
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element belonging to tbe alkaline earth
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1 unaccountable in which they are scat- out, and I told one of the black fellows that the recent extraordinary rise in ance.
would gather in the long winter even group; Its value is $3,750. Bery Hum, or
i tered everywhere througli drift of all to pick it up. He did so and, immedi grain market is not in the least surpris It is safe to discard all baking pow ings, smoking the strongest Kentucky
gludnuni, a metallic substance found
ELSIA WRIGHT.
ders sold with a prize or gift.
sorts, having apparently no birthplace ately carrying it to his mouth, bit off ing.
tobacco. The smoke always made 11U
What a misnomer are the words “Ab tie Jack very sick, but be stuck to bis in the beautiful lieryl, is quoted at
its head. I was very angry to lose such
or definite relation to other minerals.
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Harness and «addles and also the
Some scientists go so far as to assert a treasure in that way, but when I crops everywhere abroad,” said J. R. solutely Pure,” as applied to baking work like a Trojan. He made a very
son and Still Plenty of Hose Left.
that diamonds, like coal, which is so scolded the man simply looked aston. Dodge, the most eminent authority on powders two of the largest selling solemn vow, however,that when he got
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Jacob Steel, the oldest man in Penn
I nearly of the same chemical composi- ished, rubbed Ills stomach and said, such matters in the country yesterday. brands one made from alum, the other to lie a man nobody should smoke in sylvania, died at Uniontown, aged 100.
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1 ence without previous vegetable tention was called to a sort of ‘Jack-in- been exhausted, but what is called the drugged baking powders have stamped is said the Recretary once discharged a Springhill township, Fayette county,
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came. If there hanging from them, a bright green cat which eats enormously more wheat
often applied to women who try to aj>- a moderate degree. He was an early
was vegetable life there it is 1 fair pre erpillar quite a foot in length. This than she produces. Hence the rise in of the Massachusetts commissioners of pear young, though they no longer riser, and was noted for the easiness of
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prisons that during the last fifty years
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sumption that there was animal life, latter he coolly held up by one end, price.
look so. Sometimes api«‘araiices are his temper. On the day of Washing
while the population of tlie state has
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also. All this may be untrue, but it af dropped it down his throat, closed his
“Russia is the rye-producing country only trebled, the numlier of criminals deceitful. Female weakness, function ton’s sccoml ek’etion Hteel could refords the first guess glimpse that has eyes in an ecstacy of gustatory appreci of the world. The crop is very poor,
Fall Term Opens
ary troubles, displacements anil irregu member he was gathering hickory nuts.^
has increased fifty fold. There is one
ever been obtained into the greatest ation and rubbed his stomach also.”
and the Czar has commanded that prisoner for every ton inhabitants of larities will add fifteen years to a When Jefferson resigned from Wash
problem that mankind has ever at “We reached the nest at last, and it none of it be exported. The Germans,
woman’s looks. These troubles are re ington’s cabinet to lead tbe new demo
tempted to handle—namely, the ques- was well worth seeing. It was a circu who eat rye and not wheat, are alarm the state, and in Boston one to every moved by the use of Dr. Pierce’s Favor cratic party Mr. Steel was a boy of ten.
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The aim of the College is to give ours. From the philosophical point of lar mound, eight feet high and twenty- ed. Tbe soldiers are grumbling consid however, includes recommitments. ite Prescription. Try this prescription,
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erent ment is fast bringing us to state social
iron, with a small percentage of nickel. scraped away for a long distance around grains. In the United States we feed
ever before.
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K..i:y.nd qu.cklr
kept constantly on hand at lowest living teamed. I desire but one worker from••!>«...
each district or countv, 1
turns up and lie has not a piece he is Rains come and the water retained in rope feeds upon wheat. Go into a Ger- hottest days lately as having been as
have already taupht and provided with employment a large
EDWARDS A DERBY,
prices.
whoare making over fSlMH) a rear each. It'« NEW
unhappy. It happens sometimes that this hollow filters through to the de I man beer saloon and it is always rye high as 114, but parties writing letters
V
FKteE. A.Mr.-., nt
McMi inville, Oregon
41>«. € > AlLL.n, Box 4'40,
Aluine,
one weighing not more than a pound, posit of leaves, which are thus made to ' bread that you will find upon the bar. 1 make the figures at least 4 to 5 degrees
higher

COTTAGE SANITARIUM I

J. W.COWLS. LEE LAUGHLIN J. L. STRATTON.
President.
Vice President.
Cashier

Testing the Baking Powders.

FRANK WRIGHT,

HARNESS SHOP!
Complete and Reliable Stock

HENDERSON & GAUNT

mins

*T. D. Baker M TX,

HI6HEST MARKET PRICE,

TRUCK AND DRAY CO.,

ID. .A. SMITH,
WATCHMAKER & JEWELER.

WM. HOLL,

Red Jacket
Force Pumps,
Pitcher Pumps,

The People’s Market.

Harness ani Saddles.

¿rgutE Stows ui Usages,
Stoves aad Range: by tae hM

Hose aJXd Hose!

THE COMMERCIAL STABLE !

McMinnville college.

Livery, Feed and Sale! ON SEPT. 8, 1891
THE BEST EDUCATION

Edwards à Derby,

SI FACTORY SI

Baking
Powder

ABSOLUTELY PURE

